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STAMP COLLECTING 
AN INTRODUCTION 

 

 
 

 
POSTAGE STAMPS 
Postage Stamps are simply a receipt for the payment made for a service to be 
performed, either immediately or at a future date.  To the Layperson they would 
not differentiate them from a Bus or Train Ticket or even a Cloakroom Ticket. 
  
POSTAL HISTORY STAMP 
In Postal History collecting, a Stamp is a “Marking” applied either by machine or 
hand to indicate either a payment made or due, a date and/or destination, or a 
means of identification regarding the carriage of the Letter. 
  
PERSONAL HOBBY 
Stamp Collecting is a very personal Hobby, the sphere of collecting is your own 
choice, and how you collect is entirely up to you, and above all you collect to give 
yourself pleasure. 
  
ADDED VALUE 
There are of course, many “Added Values” such as education in the fields of 
History and Geography, as well as Social Skills and General Knowledge. 
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SCOPE 
The scope of collecting can be on a Simplified Basis or Specialized, and can be 
extended at any time. 
  
TYPES OF COLLECTING 
Types of collecting are virtually endless, Issues of Stamps from the Post Office, 
Subject Collecting, Thematic Collecting, Postal History, Postal Stationery, 
Fiscals, Revenues, Aero philately, Miniature Sheets, Booklets, First Day Covers, 
Postcards, Cinderella’s, Private Posts etc. 
  
TYPES OF STAMPS 
Types of Stamps, like the above, are many and varied.  Classics, Health, 
Definitive, Commemorative, Pictorial, Key Types, Christmas, Air, Railway, Pigeon 
Post, Beer Duty, Honey Seals, NZ Government Life, Overprints. War Stamps, 
Arms Stamps, Charity Stamps, Mourning Stamps, Coil Stamps, Stamps from 
Booklets, Mint Stamps, Used Stamps, Express Stamps, Provisional Stamps, 
Miniature Sheet stamps, Forged Stamps, Facsimiles, Cancelled to Order, 
Presentation Stamps, Red Cross Stamps, Easter Seals, Large Stamps, Irregular 
Shaped stamps, small stamps, Inflation Stamps, United Nation Stamps, Bisects, 
Foil stamps, etc. 
   
CONDITION 
Above all, condition is paramount, always endeavour to get the best available, 
well centered with four even margins, if issued imperforate, you should aim for 
four margins, if perforated, then the perforations teeth should all be 100% 
generally the cancellations should be light and not impede on the central design, 
in the case of the NZ First Issues the Queen’s face should be clear of any 
markings.  Avoid dirty or torn and damaged stamps, thins etc., and Rust (Foxing) 
  
HANDLING 
Always use tweezers (Not eyebrow type) Avoid wet or greasy hands. 
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HOUSING 
Stock books, Albums either printed or loose leaf.  Album leaves should be Acid 
Free, either quadrille or plain, preferably between 120 and 240-gram weight, size 
to suit, if for exhibiting, check maximum size allowed (A4)? 
  
MOUNTING 
Use of Stamp Mounts, best available (Peelable) methods of attaching stamps to 
the Album leaf very important, should act like a door hinge so that the back of the 
stamp can be inspected by lifting and turning the stamp upwards free from 
touching the leaf.  Hawid Strips, which should be neatly cut to size (4mm. larger 
than the stamp).  In the past some mounts have disintegrated between the black 
backing and clear acetate front.  Covers (Envelopes) and Letters etc., should be 
mounted with Large Photo Corner Mounts (Clear acetate, not black) Avoid all 
self-adhesives. 
Protection of your material is very important, if possible use inert clear acetate 
protector sheets (British Library approved) do not use plastic sheets per se, they 
will only sweat and eventually destroy your stamps etc.  Albums should be stored 
in a dry environment and placed vertically, never flat on top of each other, 
occasionally open them up and fan the leaves to “air” them. 
  
ARRANGEMENT 
The collection can be arranged chronologically, by value, size, colour or design.  
Currently for most Exhibitions and Competitions the collection (Exhibit) has to tell 
a STORY.  Generally mixed “Mint” and “Used” stamps are frowned upon; 
however in some cases they are acceptable depending on the general structure 
of the collection/exhibit. 
   
ACQUIRING & DISPOSAL 
Obviously current (New Issues) stamps can be purchased direct from the Post 
Office, sets and individual stamps can be obtained from Stamp Dealers, either as 
a Direct Sale or at Auction.  There are Exchange Clubs and most Stamp Clubs 
have “Circuit Books” of members’ unwanted and surplus stamps for sale. Single 
stamps can be purchased or even complete collections. Disposal of stamps 
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likewise either exchange, circuit books, direct to a dealer for purchase or 
auction.  It is important for your partners or family to be aware of the value of your 
collection for when you die.  Depending on the value of your purchases, it is a 
good idea to make a photo copy of your individual purchases, together with a 
record of date of purchase, cost and from whom, if possible keep this information 
updated with details of similar items sold at Auction etc. 
  
VALUE 
This is one of the least important aspects of collecting stamps, or should be; do 
not waste money on poor quality stamps or junk issues by questionable 
countries.  However wise choices in your purchases should see that your 
collection will retain its value over time and eventually mean that you will make 
some reasonable return for you or your dependents.   
Ignore generally Catalogue Values, these are only what someone will sell you the 
item if they actually had it to sell, remember that a Dealer to stay in business has 
to make a profit, and like most “Middlemen” has to charge double what he had to 
buy it at! This means that your item is only worth 50% of what it cost you, that is if 
you wished to sell it immediately, a bit like a new car, however in the space of 
seven or eight years, due to inflation etc., you should at least get your money 
back in full.  The value of anything is dictated by Supply and Demand, and one 
area that generally can be relied upon is the Classics Period.  Investments of any 
kind to be successful have to be left to the experts, this applies to most forms of 
investments, with stamps there are different phases which occur when investors 
who are in for a quick kill and then overload the market place, with prices going 
into free fall!  One thing that you can be sure of is the fact that $100 spent on an 
individual stamp will give you a safer return than $100 spent on 100 stamps. 
  
Poor quality stamps are virtually valueless, as a very young collector I offered my 
collection to a Dealer, who offered me the princely sum of One Shilling and 
Sixpence (It was some time ago) however he said that he would have given me 
Two Shillings and Sixpence if I removed all the torn and damaged stamps.  It is 
said that a chain is only as strong as the weakest link, so be warned, your 
collection will be viewed and valued not on your best items but on the poorest.  
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TEACHING AIDS 
Dealers who are handling (figuratively speaking) many stamps from many places 
will get their knowledge from their association with the stamps; likewise the 
collector will also obtain knowledge from handling as many stamps as possible.  
Not only will you get information on the design of the stamps, the geography and 
history of the Country their art, their people, their language and monetary values, 
you will also get a feel for colour and composition of the paper which the stamp 
was printed on.  Further information will be achieved about the design and 
printing methods used the paper watermarks as well as the different types of 
separation of the stamps. The information gleaned from each individual stamp 
will be endless, especially where the stamps are commemorating an event, an 
invention or similar exploit etc.  
  
CORRESPONDENTS 
Corresponding with other collectors is a “Win Win” situation, not only can you 
exchange stamps with people from your own country, but also from around the 
world, it is an opportunity to learn more about their customs and culture, and the 
entrée to overseas visits and meeting fellow collectors.  Attending Stamp 
Exhibitions is one the main opportunity of meeting fellow collectors; after all In my 
opinion Exhibitions are not about exhibits but about people. 
  
PRINTING METHODS 
Collecting Stamps gives you the opportunity to study and learn about the different 
methods of printing, from Engraved (Intaglio) to Surface, Lithography and 
Photography etc. 
  
METHODS OF SEPARATION 
Whilst originally stamps printed in sheets were separated either by cutting with 
scissors or a knife (Imperforate), other methods followed, in Great Britain 
Treasury Roulettes, Archer Perforations, Private Roulettes, and perforations of 
various gauges, in NZ similarly with private Roulettes, and Serrates and various 
perforations, elsewhere perforations for Coil Stamps, Zig Zag Roulettes and 
Coloured Perforations etc. Separations carried out by both hand and machine.  
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COLOURS 
This is a subject of its own, with very few people able to see and distinguish the 
same colour! There is a vast range of colours used and in spite of several Colour 
Guides available, there is very little agreement.  Naming of the colours used for 
stamps is even more difficult to understand, especially when our interpretation of 
colour names are contrary to the generally accepted nomenclature. One difficult 
colour name is Ultramarine which most people included myself would expect to 
have a green element is in fact a “Deep-Blue” based on the pigment “Lapis 
Lazuli”.  One of my friends who is a keen collector is colour blind, so it must be 
even harder for him to distinguish the numerous colours recorded in many 
catalogues. 
  
PAPER 
Whilst the early stamps were printed on hand-made white wove paper, these 
days there are a multitude of different papers used for printing stamps.  
Unwatermarked paper is relatively easy to distinguish although this can come in 
thick and thin papers, with the watermarked papers, there are many different 
designs and whilst most watermarks are part of the paper manufacture there are 
some which are impressed into the paper after it has been made.  Apart from the 
more normal White paper there is coloured paper and chalk surfaced papers etc.  
We also have the early Great Britain stamps with Dickinson silk thread paper, 
and more recently Graphite lined paper, followed by Phosphor coated paper all to 
assist the various Post Office sorting machines. 
  
CONCLUSION 
At the opening of a Junior Stamp Exhibition a few years ago, I gave a short 
speech where I put forward the idea that to me a Stamp was akin to a MAGIC 
CARPET, I could sit at my desk and travel the world just looking at my stamps, 
there was no waiting for an aeroplane or a ship, train or bus, I could just arrive 
anywhere in the world, meet the people, enjoy their country and customs, and 
indulge in their cuisine without any effort on my part. The best of all, I can spend 
what I have saved on all the fares etc., on buying more stamps! 
 Gerald J. Ellott 15 September 2011. (Revised May 2016) 
	  


